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Introduction
Attributes computed from migrated, stacked seismic volumes can be broken into several broad
categories: single trace attributes, geometric attributes, spectral attributes, and attributes that
measure the seismic behavior about a given horizon or within a formation. The AASPI software
also provides other useful applications in data conditioning, image processing, correlation, and
multiattribute display. In addition to multiattribute display, multiple attributes can be analyzed
used a rich collection of machine learning dimensionality reduction and classification tools.
Part 1b of this short course examines a suite of spectral and geometric attributes. Spectral
attributes are used to evaluate thin bed tuning, attenuation, and other interference phenomena.
Geometric attributes measure the orientation, continuity, and texture of 3D seismic data that aid
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in mapping faults, folds, and flexures, as stratigraphic features such as channels, mass transport
complexes, and carbonate buildups as well as drilling hazards. In this exercise, we are assuming
that the course participant has some familiarity with the more common seismic attributes. Our
goal here is to generate attribute volumes that can be analyzed in later parts of this short course.
The goal is for you to get an intuitive feel for what the attributes measures. I will provide an
overview in the lecture material. Much greater information, including algorithmic details, can be
found in the AASPI online documentation under http://mcee.ou.edu/aaspi/documentation.html
as well as within the software itself.

Spectral decomposition
Spectral decomposition takes a broad band seismic signal and breaks it into a finite number of
spectral voice, magnitude, and phase components centered about frequencies defined by the
user. AASPI provides four different time-frequency decompositions based on matching pursuit,
the continuous wavelet transform, maximum entropy (or least-squares spectral analysis), and
simple correlation. In this exercise we will use the continuous wavelet transform algorithm,
spec_cwt, because it is probably the most widely used and fastest of the first three. In general,
the complex matching pursuit (spec_cmp) and maximum entropy (spec_max_entropy)
algorithms are computationally more intensive but often provide improved spectral and
temporal resolution. The spectral_probe algorithm does not provide voice, magnitude, or phase
components, but rather is a simple crosscorrelation algorithm that some interpreters find useful
in identifying faults on vertical sections. Program kxky_cwt is a 2D continuous wavelet transform
algorithm that can help reduce acquisition footprint seen on time slices of merged seismic
surveys.
To invoke spec_cwt, point your cursor to the Spectral Attributes tab on the aaspi_util GUI and
drop down and select spec_cwt:

The following GUI opens up:
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To begin, (1) browse to find your Seismic input data file. All AASPI output needs to include a (2)
Unique project name and as (3) Suffix to keep different surveys and outputs from writing on top
of each other.
Primary parameters
We will address the spectral balancing parameters when we discuss data conditioning in Part 3
of this hands-on class. For now, leave the (4) Spectral balancing parameters and Ormsby filter
applied to the output balanced results at their defaults. The spectral components can be
computed at (5) Equally or exponentially spaced frequencies. For not, let’s leave it at equally
spaced frequencies. The set the (5) Lowest output frequency, Highest output frequency, and
Frequency increment as shown. These frequencies and their spacing can impact the data
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reconstruction and hence spectral balancing but does not impact the computation of individual
spectral components which are computed independently by the continuous wavelet transform.
For spec_cwt, the cost of the computation increases linearly with the number of spectral
components. In contrast, spec_cmp is based on an atomic or wavelet library-based
decomposition and is relatively insensitive to the number of output components desired.
Under (5) Results, be sure to check Want spec mag cmpt to output the spectral magnitude
components. This option is not set to be a default, in that it will generate 24 output volumes for
these parameters, each of which is the size of the input data volume. Then, in order to corender
multiple 3D volumes, put a checkmark in front of (8) Multiple files – one per frequency increment.
Details on the algorithmic implementation can be found by clicking the (9) Help button or by
going to the aaspi documentation website mcee.ou.edu/aaspi/documentation.html . Make sure
the parameters under the Parallelization parameters tab are set as you previously defined them
under the aaspi_util GUI AASPI default parameters tab. Finally, click (10) Execute spec_cwt.
The *.log files
Each AASPI program consists of a *.parms file that contains the parameters defined by the
appropriate GUI. A python script then invokes the application program (95% of which are written
Fortran95) where the parameters are used as command-line parameters. As the program runs,
program progress is displayed to your black AASPI terminal (in Windows) or to your xterm (in
Linux). This program progress is also stored in a *.log file so that you check details of how the
program was run, and (hopefully not!) track down any run-time errors. In my case, this file has
the name spec_cwt_F3_0.log. The first part echoes out the parameters fed in on the command
line:
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Then the processor names are listed:
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If your program does not find any processors, you either spelled the processor name incorrectly,
or you do not have permission to access them – time to ask your IT folks for help!
After this, the program will start parsing the input and computing intermediate variables:
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In the middle of the program, the *.log file will show the progress of the computation:

where ETA (Estimated Arrival Time) is an estimate of how many hours you can take at lunch or
coffee break while the job runs.
At the end, the program summarizes the wall clock time for the major components of the
program for each process:
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and closes some files:

After completion, the python script invokes a pop-up aaspi_completion_status window that
shows the content of a file called spec_cwt_F3_0.err that contains information on whether the
program computed normally (as in this case) or abnormally.
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We are working to have the major errors appear in this pop-up window. Let us know which ones
don’t so that we can make life simpler for the user.
Results
First, let’s examine the wavelets used. In my example these are found in the file
complex_cwt_wavelet_F3_0.H and has two panels – the real and imaginary part of the complex
wavelet:

These complex wavelets are convolved with the real seismic traces to compute the complex
spectral components. Each complex wavelet has a spectrum found for my data in the file
complex_cwt_spectrum_F3_0.H:
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Note that the bandwidth of the CWT wavelets increases with increasing frequency.
Next, let’s plot time slices through several of the spectral magnitude components that we will
use in Part 2 of this short course:
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At each voxel, we can determine what the peak spectral magnitude is at what frequency it occurs.
These images look like this:
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Other output is described in the documentation.

Geometric attributes
Computing volumetric dip and azimuth – Program dip3d
We begin with computing volumetric dip and azimuth. All other geometric attributes and most
of the image processing algorithms are computed along structural dip, including coherence,
amplitude gradients, curvature, aberrancy, and gray level co-occurrence matrix textures. The dip
volume is also used to compensate to the spectral components computed along vertical traces
rather than along lines perpendicular to the local reflector to better define thin bed tuning
anomalies.
The dip computation is found under the Geometric Attributes tab on the aaspi_util GUI:
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The following GUI appears:

Enter (1) the AASPI-format seismic amplitude file name you generated in Part 1a, which in my
case is called d_mig_F3.H . Then (2) add a Unique project name and (3) a Suffix. The unique
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project name will keep you from overwriting the results from different data volumes if you are
writing to a shared disk environment. The suffix will allow you to add information on specific
parameters used or iterations performed. Next, (4) set the Algorithm choice to be the Gradient
Structure Tensor. AASPI also provides a discrete semblance search algorithm. In general, the GST
is much faster and allows one to map dips up to 90°. This strength is also the algorithm weakness.
For good quality data, the gradient structure tensor may find a strong steeply dipping fault plane
reflector rather than a stratigraphic reflector to be the most coherent reflector within the analysis
window. In such cases, the dip-limited semblance search algorithm may avoid confusing fault
plane with stratigraphic reflectors.
Primary parameters
The (5) Primary parameters tab is common to most AASPI programs. If we are analyzing timemigrated data, then we will need to define a (6) constant conversion velocity to allow the dip and
curvature computations to approximate dip in degrees and curvature in km-1. This parameter will
be carried into subsequent programs.
Almost all programs will use the (7) inline and crossline dip component volumes, so that you will
not be able to uncheck it. In contrast, the (8) dip magnitude and (9) dip azimuth volumes are not
generated by default. Please place a check mark in these two boxes. We will corender these two
volumes in Part 2 of this short course. The remaining volumes are also checked by default. We
will use the GST dip confidence in Part 3 of this hands-on course as part of data conditioning.
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Analysis window parameters
Next, examine the (10) Analysis window parameters tab. Here you will see that reasonable
default parameters are assigned from the survey geometry for the (11) Dip window height, Inline
window radius, and Crossline window radius. The dip window height defines the half height of
the analysis window, with a default of 5 samples, or in this case 0.020 s. The full window height
of 0.040 s therefore fully encompasses a 25 Hz wavelet. Smaller windows provide less
stratigraphic mixing, whereas larger windows help suppress random noise for the same wavelet.
A good rule of thumb is to make the full window approximately equal to the period of the
dominant wavelet. All computations for both the GST and semblance algorithms are computed
on the analytic trace consisting of the original data and its Hilbert transform. In this case, the bin
size was 25 m in both the inline and crossline directions. By choosing a (12) rectangular vs.
elliptical window we therefore include 9 traces rather than 5 in the computation, resulting in
good lateral resolution with good algorithmic stability. The next set of parameters (13) search
overlapping Kuwahara windows. In this example containing 9 traces by 11 time samples, there
are a total of 99 nearby 9×11 windows that include a given analysis point. The window that is
most coherent is declared the winner, with its dip vector being assigned to the analysis point.
More information on this concept can be found in Marfurt (2006).
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Parallelization parameters
The (14) Parallelization parameters tab is consistent across almost all AASPI applications. If you
have set up your AASPI default parameters in Part 1b of this course, it should be filled out
correctly. If not, please do so now and then click (15) Execute dip3d.
Depending on the size of your seismic data volume and the number of processors you use, dip3d
takes a little while to run. In your black window in Windows, (on Linux, mine is tan), you will see
the following kind of information roll by, showing the progress of the computation.

This information will be stored in a file of the form dip3d*.log. In my example it is called
dip3d_F3_0.log, and contains information on run times, parameters provided and internally
calculated, and any error tracking that might have caused a program failure.
Upon completion, the following pop-up window will appear:

All is as it should be.
Results
Let’s use the QC plotting tab on the aaspi_util GUI and plot time slices through the
inline_dip_F3_0.H and crossline_dip_F3_0.H volumes:
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We will corender the dip magnitude and dip azimuth volumes in Part 2 of this class.
Documentation and the Help tab
Because the goal of our students is to publish and get their name out there to find a job, the
documentation in the AASPI software is much more extensive than for most commercial
interpretation software. The documentation can be found on our web site
http://mcee.ou.edu/aaspi/documentation.html or by invoking the Help tab on each application.

Clicking Help on the dip3d GUI gives
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In addition to directions similar to this tutorial exercise providing a description of each parameter
followed by a suite of examples, there is extensive documentation of the theory of each algorithm
in a suite of gray boxes like this one

Each documentation also contains a suite of references providing additional detail:
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Computing coherence and energy gradients – Program similarity3d
Return to the aaspi_util GUI and under the Geometric Attributes tab, drop down to select
similarity3d:

The following GUI appears:
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The first step is to (1) enter your Seismic input filename. Then, because coherence is always be
computed along structural dip, enter your previously compute (2) Inline dip filename and (3)
Crossline dip filename. As with spec_cwt and dip3d, enter (4) a Unique project name, and (5) a
Suffix.
Primary parameters
Under the (6) Primary parameters tab, having a check mark next to (7) Use constant test vector
in outer product similarity will provide the semblance estimate of coherence. Details can be found
by clicking the Help button to invoke the algorithm documentation. The gradient of the
reflectivity pattern is computed by taking the inline and crossline derivatives of the lateral pattern
that best fits the data in the analysis window. This pattern is represented by the first eigenvector
(actually a 2D eigenmap) which is normalized to have length 1. We can weight this map using
either the (8) coherent energy or the coherent RMS amplitude of the data in the analysis window.
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Next, choose the (9) attributes you will want to display. This list of attributes is algorithmically
related such that there is little incremental computation cost in generating them; however, they
do consume disk space! For this exercise, let’s select all of them.
Analysis window parameters

Next, click (10) the Analysis window parameters tab. For my data, I have similar resolution from
top to bottom of the survey, so I will (11) Use a fixed-size window for the entire volume. Variable
size windows are controlled by the average time-variant spectrum computed in spectral
decomposition algorithms spec_cmp or spec_cwt and described in the algorithm
documentation. I will use a (12) Covariance Window Half Height of 0.020 s (5 samples) for a full
window height of 0.040 s, and an (13) Inline Window Radius, Crossline Window Radius of 25 m to
define a 9-trace Rectangular analysis window.
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Filter bank parameters and multispectral coherence

The default option for program similarity3d is to compute the various coherence, gradient, and
energy attributes for the original broadband data volume. However, we can also compute these
attributes on bandlimited versions of the seismic data. Because tuning is frequency-dependent,
we might anticipate that channel edges may appear more clearly on some bandlimited versions
of the data and less clearly on others. Furthermore, we can then combine the covariance matrices
computed from each of the bandlimited versions to compute a multispectral attribute volumes.
To define these options please click the (14) Filter bank parameters tab. Then under (15) Compute
multi-spectral attribute volumes and click the button to read Compute multispectral and
broadband attributes. For this exercise, we will also want to look at the attribute volumes
compute for each bandlimited version of the data. Therefore, under (16) Output attributes for
each filter bank, click the button to read Output attributes for each filter bank. Next, we wish to
define the range of our filter banks. In general, we apply a four-point Ormsby filter defined by
corner frequencies f1, f2, f3, and f4. To start, please define (17) the values of f2 and f3. If the
broadband only option is chosen, you will also need to define the values of f1 and f4. (Default
parameters for the type of data you see can be set under the aaspi_util GUI AASPI Default
Parameters tab for both time- and depth-migrated data volumes). Next, (19) define the taper you
wish to use. The default is a 50% taper such that f2= f3 for the filter banks, resulting in a suite of
raised cosine tapers. The original data spectral will be spanned by (20) the Number of filter banks
applied to the data. The computation cost increases slightly less than linearly with the number of
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filter banks, whether or not you choose to output the bandlimited attribute volumes. The filter
banks (21) can be distributed either linearly with constant bandwidth or exponentially with equal
octave bandwidth across the spectral. For all but the first iteration, you will need to (22) Update
the filter banks in order to display them in the table below. When you are satisfied with your
parameters, and check the options under the Parallelization tab, click (23) Execute similarity3d.
Results
Let’s first examine the filter banks. In my application, I find a file called
filter_banks_similarity3d_F3_0.H and plot it using the AASPI QC Plotting tab in the aaspi_util GUI.
Make sure that the Desired axis desired output axis 1 = Frequency. I get the following variable
density plot:

If I chose Wiggle plot instead of color image in the AASPI QC Plotting tab

I get
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where I see the range of each of the five filter banks as well of the broadband data.
Let’s examine time slices through several of the energy ratio similarity volumes setting the range
of values to be between 0.5 and 1.0, which we will corender in the next exercise:
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At this point, the goal is to note that they are different. The broadband and multispectral image
look like this:
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You will probably need to animate between to the two images to see the differences, where you
will notice reduced incoherent noise on the multispectral image indicated by the red ellipses on
the broadband coherence image. In contrast, it appears one fault (indicated by the green arrow)
and one stratigraphic feature (indicated by the green ellipse) appear better on the broadband
coherence image.
The amplitude gradients are a measure of how the amplitude varies laterally along structural dip.
If you find that horizon slices through RMS amplitude or through inversion volumes of Pimpedance or Poisson’s ratio, you will find that the gradients map the edges of these anomalies.
In this example, we generate a coherent energy weighted amplitude gradients, so let’s first plot
a time slice through the coherent energy volume (the energy of the complex analysis window
after Karhunen Loeve or principal component filtering):
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The corresponding time slice through the inline and crossline energy-weighted amplitude
gradients look like this:
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We will blend the gradients with coherent energy in Part 2 of this short course. We can discuss
the other attributes and how they can be used in the lecture part of this class.

Computing structural curvature and aberrancy using program curvature3d
To invoke program curvature3d go to the Geometric Attributes tab on the aaspi_util GUI and
select it from the drop-down menu:

The following GUI appears:
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By now, you should be getting more comfortable with the layout of the AASPI GUIs. The first
option is to (1) select the type of curvature to be computed, which is defaulted to be STRUCTURAL
CURVATURE (k) . The input volumes to structural curvature are the previously computed (2)
Inline Component and Crossline Components of reflector dip. The Unique project name will be
read in from the dip volumes. The default Suffix is long_w to indicate long-wavelength curvature
which is the (3) default in the Bandpass (Long/Short Wavelength Curvature Selection button. The
four-point filter used to define the bandpass filter is in terms of wavelengths rather than
wavenumber and is given by the values lambda 1, 2, 3, and 4 and their corresponding weights.
Under the Most Useful Curvature Attributes, please place a check mark in front of the Principal
curvatures, Strike of the principal curvatures, and the Reflector convergence. Under (5) Shape
Measurements place a checkmark in front of Curvedness and Shape Index. Finally, under
Aberrancy (Volumetric flexure) (6) place a checkmark in front of Output the total aberrancy
vector.
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Assuming your parallelization parameters are correct, (7) click Execute curvature3d. Output will
come to your black AASPI window (under Windows) or to your xterm (under Linux). A pop-up
window will appear after normal completion.
Results
Let’s plot the most common attributes first – the most-positive principal curvature, k1, and the
most-negative principal curvature, k2. For my example the files are called k1_F3_long_w.H and
k2_F3_long_w.H. Time slices look like this:
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We will examine the other attributes in Part 2 of this short course.
Computing amplitude curvature with program curvature3d
If you are comfortable with thinking of the principal structural curvatures as directions
(eigenvectors) of maximum and minimum time-structure change, then the extension to
amplitude curvature is simple – the direction (again eigenvectors) of maximum and minimum
lateral amplitude variation. Whereas the input to structural curvature was the inline and crossline
derivatives of time structure (the inline and crossline apparent dip components), the input to
amplitude curvature will be the inline and crossline derivatives of amplitude, in our case the inline
and crossline energy-weighted amplitude gradients. Click (1) the Curvature Type button until you
see Type 2: AMPLITUDE CURVATURE (e).
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The GUI is smart enough to look only energy-weighted or RMS-amplitude weighted amplitude
gradient components as input. (2) Please enter them. The output of amplitude curvature will not
be rotationally invariant, since the vertical axis is time (or depth), and the horizontal axes are in
units of energy per km or energy per kft. For this reason, we generate a somewhat simpler
negative and positive curvature values epos and eneg which map the crests and troughs of the
lateral variation in amplitude rather than a rotated axes of maximum deformation (discussed in
the documentation). These attribute volumes are selected (by default) under the (3) Historical
and Amp curvature attributes tab and are (4) called the most-positive and most-negative
curvatures (without the word “principal” in it). Each of these curvatures also (5) have a strike.
Click Execute, let it cook, and then plot the results.
Results
For my data, the output files are called e_pos_F3_long_w.H and e_neg_F3_long_w.H, with time
slices that look like this:
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As you see from these images, amplitude curvature is quite different from structural curvature.
First, the features have much more rapid lateral variation in amplitude curvature than in
structural curvature. Second, while they can be coupled to the same geologic features (faults in
these images) the amplitude curvature is more sensitive to the smaller faults in the SW part of
the image and less sensitive to the broad flexures seen on structural curvature. Amplitude
curvature can also be computed from input P- and S- impedance and Poisson’s ratio volumes. In
these cases, the “impedance” curvature highlights lineaments of anomalously low or high
changes in P- and S-impedance and Poisson’s ratio.

Computing gray level co-occurrence matrix textures using program glcm3d
The last task in this section is to compute some texture attributes using the gray-level cooccurrence matrix. These texture attributes have limited value in interactive interpretation but
often provide good discrimination between different seismic facies in machine learning. In
contrast to the previous geometric attributes, the gray level co-occurrence matrix textures
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provide statistical rather than geometric variations in seismic amplitude volumes. The classic
definition of texture is to take your thumb (an analysis window!) and place it over a surface. As
you feel the topographic asperities in this surface your brain may interpret the surface to be
rough, smooth, slick, ribbed, or waffled. GLCM works on lateral “amplitude” asperities and will
be sensitive to diagenetic alteration, chaotic or smooth deformation, period fractures, or other
features. By themselves, GLCM textures are less useful than the structural or spectral component
attributes. However, modern resource plays often have 100s of wells within a relatively small 3D
seismic survey. We have found that including such textures to augment P- and S-impedance,
spectral component, or geometric attributes in either neural network or unsupervised
classification techniques provides an additional measure that facilitates seismic facies
classification (e.g., Qi and Marfurt, 2016).
Return to the Geometric Attributes tab on the aaspi_util GUI and drop down to invoke program
glcm3d:

The following GUI appears:
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Enter the seismic amplitude volume, inline dip and crossline dip volumes. The default window
size is 5×5 traces by 3 samples. The floating-point data are binned into an odd number of levels,
which is defaulted to be 16 positive bins, 16 negative bins, and a zero bin, for a total of 33. This
value is sufficiently fine to capture the texture but not as fine as 8-bit data which would result in
a 256×256 GLCM matrix at each voxel! The more useful GLCM texture attributes are energy,
entropy and homogeneity. Click Execute glcm3d and wait for the result. Here are time slices
through the energy (how constant), homogeneity (how smoothly varying) and entropy (how
random) the reflector is within a window:
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With these volumes computing we are now ready to combine them using interactive and
machine learning methods.
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